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Motivation and Contributions
● Multi-robot systems can collaborate to accomplish missions more
efficiently and robustly
● Visual-Inertial Cooperative Localization (CL) leveraging additional
geometric constraints in multi-robot systems can improve the
localization accuracy of the whole group

Collaborative Navigation
(credit ETH Zurich)

● Distributed estimation algorithms are more scalable, robust, and
efficient as compared to centralized estimators
Proposed: An efficient distributed state estimator for multi-robot
cooperative localization (CL) which does not require simultaneous
viewing of the common features
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Drone Swarm for Search and Rescue

Consistent estimation based on Covariance Intersection (CI)
Efficient common SLAM and VIO feature updates
Historical loop-closure matching across time and robots to reduced localization drift
Augmented-Reality Experiences
(credit Apple ARKit)
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Problem Formulation - Overview
independent features
current common features

● Multiple robots are exploring an environment:
○

Robots, when in communication range, can send
feature information, current, and historical states

○

Each robot tracks a short “sliding window” of clones

○

Other robot’s states are related through common
feature observations
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● Different features can be observed:
○

Independent: Only one robot sees these features

○

Current common: Seen from multiple robots that only
constrain their current “sliding window”

○

historical common features

Robot 2

Robot 1

Historical common: The feature seen by one robot
currently was seen by another robot before, but not
currently.

● Proposed: Use common feature constraints to
improve the localization accuracy and limit the
long-term navigation drift

Robot 2 (historical state)
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Experiments
● Estimator was built on top of OpenVINS [Geneva 2020]
● Common features improved trajectory accuracy over
independent robot state estimation
● The accuracy of Distributed estimators is competitive with
centralized estimations at a fraction of computational cost
● Historical matching is crucial to ensure constraints during
realistic scenarios:
○
○

27% frames matched to other robots’ most recent frames
42% frames have matched if using historical

Inclusion of common features always improves both
centralized and decentralized estimators.
Historical matching able to outperform all other
methods (even the centralized)!
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